FITCH: LARGE IRISH BANK RESULTS
SOLID; NPL REDUCTION STILL KEY
Fitch Ratings-London-02 March 2018: Allied Irish Banks (AIB) and Bank of Ireland Group
(BOIG) reported solid 2017 results, but asset quality remains a key constraint on both banks'
ratings, Fitch Ratings says. Rating upgrades would be largely dependent on continued
improvements in asset quality.
The banks' full-year 2017 results, announced this week, confirm further improvements in key
financial metrics since the half-year results. Net interest margins remain healthy at both banks
(AIB: 2.58%; BOIG: 2.29%), while their fully loaded common equity Tier 1 ratios continue to
improve (AIB: 17.5%; BOIG: 13.8%) and remain comfortably above regulatory requirements.
These improvements are broadly consistent with our expectations.
Both banks' stock of non-performing exposures fell, helped by a supportive economy, asset sales
and general progress in reducing legacy impaired assets.
We upgraded AIB by one notch to 'BBB-'/Positive in November 2017, reflecting improved asset
quality and capitalisation, and ongoing earnings stability. We said that there was scope for a further
upgrade if the bank continued to reduce its problem loans. AIB made strong progress in the second
half of the year, reducing non-performing exposures by nearly EUR2 billion to EUR10.2 billion
(end-1H17: EUR12.1 billion). But they are still high at 16% of gross loans (end-1H17: 19%).
We also upgraded BOIG by one notch to 'BBB'/Stable in November. BOIG's stock of nonperforming exposures dropped to EUR6.5 billion at end-2017 from EUR8.1 billion at end-1H17,
but they remain high at 8% of gross loans, particularly compared to more highly rated peers. This
limits medium-term rating upgrade potential, which is reflected in our Stable Outlook for the bank.
Both banks are targeting significant further reduction in non-performing exposures but this will
take time. AIB has stated that it is looking to reduce exposures to EUR3 billion-EUR4 billion, or
about 5% of gross loans, by end-2019, which would be in line with the European average. While
the pace of reduction is likely to slow as the banks work through the smaller exposures that remain,
mainly residential mortgages, we expect the economic environment in Ireland to remain supportive
and help drive further asset quality improvements.
Profitability has improved in recent years, with both banks benefiting from lower funding costs and
improving loan mixes. However, revenues and profitability are likely to face headwinds, including
exposure to low-yielding tracker mortgages, modest loan growth, the gradual normalisation of loan
impairment charges, and costs related to technology and digitalisation.
Capitalisation has strengthened considerably since 2015, supported by improving internal capital
generation, significant deleveraging and, in AIB's case, the conversion of perpetual governmentheld preference shares to equity in 2016. We expect both banks to maintain comfortable buffers
over minimum regulatory requirements while they work through their non-performing loans,
although their level of unreserved impaired loans leaves them exposed to an unexpected fall in
collateral prices.
Upside to BOIG's ratings is limited in the medium term given its weaker asset quality than higherrated peers. AIB's ratings could be upgraded if it continues to make progress in reducing its stock
of problem loans over the next 24 months while maintaining sound capitalisation, funding and
liquidity and continuing to generate adequate profitability. Both banks' ratings could come under

pressure if the economic effect of the UK's decision to leave the EU is particularly severe for
Ireland, negatively affecting AIB and BOIG's asset quality or capitalisation.
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